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The Malaysian Airline Crash: Washington’s Sinister
Agenda Directed against Russia
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by Zoran Crncanin
It is also worth remembering that on 3 July 1998, Iran Air Flight 655, a  civilian passenger
flight from Tehran to Dubai, was shot down by the United States Navy guided missile cruiser
USS Vincennes.
All 290 on board, including 66 children and 16 crew, died.
Despite receiving ample criticism, the United States was allowed to get away with this
crime, despite concrete evidence that it was responsible for the disaster.
The United States agreed to pay US$61.8 million to Iran, but never apologized or admitted
responsibility.

While there is no evidence whatsoever that Russia was responsible for the Malaysian plane
crash, president Obama is pointing his finger at Vladimir Putin

Washington’s  agenda is  to  isolate  Russia  and impose heavy sanctions  on the Russian
government. This is just another example of the West ganging up on countries that refuse to
follow Washington’s sinister agenda.
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